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Nutritious & Delicious
FR

Innovating for your health
Nutrition is of course all about having a varied and balanced diet… but it’s also more than that. The
way we cook our food plays a vital role in its taste, texture and the nutritional value. Also because not
all appliances are the same,
has developed a range dedicated to NUTRITION FOR ADDED
PLEASURE: ingenious kitchenware designed to safeguard the nutritional value whilst bringing out the
real taste of the ingredients.

AR

Combining the pleasure of good food with nutritional value: that’s what the Nutritious and Delicious
range is all about.
For Tefal, inventing
, is about breaking new ground with a versatile appliance that can
be used for practical eating to provide variety for everybody, every day.

Providing you with unique solutions
is investing in research to develop appliances which offer unrivalled nutritional performances,
backed by scientific studies.

Keeping you informed
has always been the preferred choice for enjoyable, fast and practical ways of cooking your
meals.
Day after day, the Nutritious and Delicious range from
will help you share the pleasure of
cooking using a balanced choice of foods, by:
• developing and preserving the qualities of the natural ingredients which are essential in your food,
• limiting the use of fats,
• encouraging a return to the tastes and flavours that we tend to have forgotten,
• keeping the time you spend preparing a meal to a minimum.
Within this range of products,
a small amount of oil and salt.

EL

allows you to cook your main course and side dish with
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Welcome to the world of

!

Here’s how you can make your very own delicious meal.
It’s our patented technology which makes the chips crisp and fluffy. You choose the ingredients, the oil,
spices, herbs and seasoning…
will take care of the rest.

Only 3 %* fat: 1 spoonful of oil is all you need!
One spoonful of oil of your choice is all you need to make 1.5 kg of real chips. The
spoon has a salt measure on the underside which helps you to reduce the amount of salt you use
without compromising on taste.
* 1.5 kg of fresh potato chips, cut into chips with a cross section 13 mm x 13 mm, cooked until weight loss of -55%
with 20 ml of oil.

So much more than just ordinary steak and chips!
With
you can cook a lot of different recipes. Put a bit of variety into your daily diet
with some steak and chips, some tender stir-fry vegetables, delicious tasty minced meat, flavoursome
prawns, fruits and more…

: the
Also included is a book of recipes prepared
by some top chefs and nutritionists.
It’s full of original ideas on how to make delicious and nutritional main
meals, along with side dishes to accompany them, as well as desserts you can
create for the whole of the family.
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So that you can get the best results from
your cooking,
offers you special
advice on potatoes and oils.

EN
FR

The potato: for an enjoyable and balanced diet every day!
Potatoes are a great food for everybody at every age. They are an excellent source of energy and are rich
in vitamins. Depending on the varieties, the climatic conditions and cultivation, the potato can vary greatly
in terms of: shape, size, quality of taste. Each one has its own characteristics. In respect of earliness, yield,
size, colour, storage quality and directions for cooking. The cooking results may vary depending on the
origin and seasonality.
What variety should be used for
?
In general, we advise that you use potato varieties that are recommended for making chips such as
Maris Piper and King Edward. For newly harvested potatoes which have a high moisture content, we
advise that you cook your chips for an extra few minutes.

AR
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With
it's also possible to cook frozen chips. Because they are already pre-cooked,
there is no need to add any oil.
Where should you store potatoes?
The best places to store potatoes are in a dark cellar, or a cool cupboard (between 6 and 8°C), away
from any light.
How should potatoes be prepared for
?
For best results, you must make sure that the chips do not stick together. For this we recommend you
wash the peeled potatoes thoroughly before cutting them and then once again when they have been
cut up, until the water has turned clear.
This will allow you to remove the maximum amount of starch. Carefully dry the chips using a dry and highly
absorbent clean tea towel. The chips must be perfectly dry before they are put in the
.
How should the potatoes be cut?
The chip's crispiness and fluffiness depends on its size. The more thinly cut your chips are, the crispier
they will be and vice-versa, the thicker they are the fluffier they will be on the inside. Depending on your
preference, you can vary the size of your chips and change the cooking time accordingly:
Thickness: Thin American style: 8 x 8 mm / Standard: 10 x 10 mm / Thick: 13 x 13 mm
Length up to 9 cm.
The maximum recommended chip thickness is 13 x 13 mm and a length of up to 9 cm.

Try using different oils which are good for you
If you fancy treating yourself to a different taste, then choosing one spoonful of a different oil is all you
need. All the fatty acids which are essential for life can be found in vegetable oils. They all contain in different
proportions, the nutrients which are essential for a balanced diet. It's important to vary the oils you use in order to
provide your body with everything it needs! With
, you can use a very large variety of oils:
• Standard oils: sunflower, olive, corn, rapeseed*, grapeseed, groundnut (peanut), soya*.
• Flavoured oils: oils infused with herbs, garlic, peppers, lemon…
• Speciality oils: hazelnut*, sesame*, safflower*, almond*, avocado*, argan* (cooking time varies
according to the manufacturer).
*Note: Some of these oils are not available in the UK.
The
technology with its low quantity of fats, allows you to retain the good fatty acids
which are essential for providing you with the energy you need.
With
, you can treat yourself and your friends too!
To find out more or if you've any questions, please visit www.actifry.co.uk

EL
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Some helpful advice
• When using the appliance for the first time you may notice a harmless smell. This smell, which will not
affect the appliance in any way, will quickly disappear.
• So as not to damage your appliance make sure you stick to the quantities of ingredients and liquid
given in the instruction booklet and recipe book.
• Never overload the tray and do not exceed the recommended quantities.
• Never leave your 2in1 spoon in the appliance whilst it is on.
• Never place the tray in the appliance without the bowl.
• Never put the paddle in without the bowl.
• Never exceed the height indicated by the maximum level marker on the paddle and the maximum
mark on the tray.
• Place the tray in the appliance when the reminder beep sounds and not at the the beginning of
cooking (except if the cooking time in the pan and the tray are the same).
• Never leave the appliance unattended whilst in operation.

Important recommendations
Safety instructions
• Read these instructions carefully and keep them in a safe place.
• This appliance is not intended to be operated using an external timer or separate remote control
system.
• For your safety, this appliance conforms with applicable standards and regulations (Directives on Low
Voltage, Electromagnetic Compatibility, Materials in contact with food, Environment, etc.).
• Check that the voltage of your mains network corresponds to the voltage given on the rating plate on
the appliance (alternative current).
• Given that there are so many different standards, if the appliance is to be used in a country other than
that in which it was bought, have it checked by Approved Service Centre.
• This appliance is intended to be used only in the household. It is not intended to be used in the following
applications, and the guarantee will not apply for:
- staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;
- farm houses inns,
- clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments,
- bed and breakfast type environments.
• Do not use the appliance if it or the power cord is damaged or if it has fallen and has visible damage
or appears to be working abnormally. If this occurs, the appliance must be sent to an Approved Service
Centre.
• For models with detachable power cords, only use the original power cord.
• If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, an approved After-Sales Service
or a similarly qualified person, in order to avoid any danger. Never take the appliance apart yourself.
• This product has been designed for domestic use only. Any commercial use, inappropriate use or failure
to comply with the instructions, the manufacturer accepts no responsibility and the guarantee will not
apply.
• Do not use an extension lead. If you nevertheless decide to do so, under your own responsibility, use
an extension lead that is in good condition and compliant with the power of the appliance.
• Use the appliance on a flat, stable, heat-resistant work surface away from water splashes.
• Do not let the power cord dangle.
• Do not unplug the appliance by pulling on the power cord.
• Always unplug your appliance: after use, to move it, or to clean it.
• This appliance is not designed to be used by people (including children) with a physical, sensory or
mental impairment, or people without knowledge or experience, unless they are supervised or given
6
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prior instructions concerning the use of the appliance by someone responsible for their safety. Children
must be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
• Certain parts of the appliance can become hot when the appliance is operating, which could
cause burns. Do not touch the hot surfaces of the appliance (the lid, visible metal parts, etc).
• Never immerse your appliance in water!
• Please refer to the instructions booklet before cleaning or servicing your appliance.
• Do not use the instruction close to inflammable materials (blinds, curtains, etc), nor close to an external
heat source (gas hob, hotplate, etc).
• In the event of fire, unplug the appliance and smother the flames using a damp tea towel.
• Never operate the appliance underneath kitchen cupboards.
• Never move the appliance when it still contains hot food.
• Never operate your appliance when empty.
• Never leave the appliance unattended whilst it is plugged in and switched on.

Protect the environment
• Your appliance has been designed to run for many years. However, when you decide to replace it,
remember to think about how you can contribute to protecting the environment.
• Before discarding your appliance you should remove the battery from the timer and dispose of it at a
local civic waste collection centre (according to model).
• The Approved Service Centres will take back any old appliances you may have so that they can be
disposed of in accordance with environmental regulations.

Environment protection first!
i Your appliance contains valuable materials which can be recovered or recycled.
‹ Leave it at a local civic waste collection point.

7
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Description
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Transparent lid

10.

Lid latches
2in1 spoon (2in1)
a. oil side
min= 14 ml (4 people)
max= 20 ml (6 people)
b. salt side
2in1 cooking tray with “MAX” level
Mixing paddle (detaches from bowl)
Paddle unlocking button
“MAX” liquid contents level
Tray support pads
Detachable bowl

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

2in1 handle
a. tray handle
b. button for disconnecting the two
handles
c. bowl handle
d. button for unlocking the bowl handle
Body
Detachable filter
Lid opening control
LCD screen
Button for activating the 2in1 function
+ and – button for adjusting cooking time
Button for starting and stopping cooking
On/off switch switch and plug-in socket
Detachable power cord

For fast cooking
Before using for the first time
• Don’t forget to remove the protective sleeves located on the The inside of the ActiFry
pan has a high resistance
lid before using the appliance – fig.29.
• Open the lid by pressing on the lid opening control buttons – fig.1 ceramic coating.
and push the two grey latches outwards to remove the lid – fig.2.
• Remove the 2in1 spoon and its polystyrene packing which you can
then throw away – fig.3.
• Lift up the bowl’s handle horizontally until you hear a “CLICK“ sound

– fig.4.
• Remove the tray handle by pushing on the button 10b – fig.5.
• You can use this handle for taking out the tray – fig.6-7.
• Turn over the tray handle and slide back the green clip, fit the tray
handle onto the tray and slide back the clip fully to lock it – fig.6.
• Remove the paddle by pushing the unlocking button – fig.8a.
• Take the bowl out.
• Remove the detachable filter – fig.28.
• All these detachable parts are dishwasher safe – fig.9 or can be
cleaned with a non-abrasive sponge and some washing-up liquid.
• Dry thoroughly before putting back.
• Adjust the position of the paddle until you hear a “CLICK” sound –

fig.8b.
8

When using the appliance
for the first time you may
notice a harmless smell. This
smell, which will not affect
the appliance in any way,
will quickly disappear.
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Prepare the food
When using the bowl on its
own, never place the tray in
the appliance.

EN

• Open the lid – fig.1.
• Remove the 2in1 spoon – fig.3 and the tray – fig.7.

• Lift the handle up – fig.4 and remove the bowl from the appliance.
• Place your food in the bowl making sure you always keep to the
Do not use the paddle
quantities recommended in the cooking tables and/or the recipe book
without the bowl.
(please see: “Cooking table for bowl only”). Never exceed the "MAX“
level marker – fig.10.
Do not leave the measuring
• Depending on the food, add the recommended amount of oil in the
spoon inside the 2in1 while
2in1 spoon and pour the contents evenly in to the bowl – fig.11.
cooking the food.
• Put the bowl back into the appliance and close the lid.
• Push the handle back – fig.12.
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Using the bowl on its own
Start cooking
• Connect the detachable power cord to the appliance and plug it in Opening the lid stops the
cooking. You can the start
– fig.13.
the cooking again by
• Push the switch 0/| – fig.14,the appliance will make a beep sound
pressing on the start
and the screen displays 00.
button
after it has
– fig.15 (see been switched off.
• Adjust the cooking time using the buttons
“Cooking table“). The maximum cooking time that can be Once the lid has been open
programmed is 60 minutes.
for 2 minutes the appliance
– fig.16. The minute countdown starts. will go into stand-by mode.
• Press the start button
The countdown will only be displayed in seconds when there is less
than a minute left.
• You can adjust the cooking time at any time by pressing on the buttons

– fig.17.

Remove the food
• When the cooking is finished, the timer will sound and the screen will
start flashing and displaying 00 – fig.18: the appliance
automatically stops cooking your food. You can stop the buzzer by
– fig.19.
pressing on the start button
• Open the lid – fig.20.
• Lift the handle up until you hear the “CLICK” sound – fig.21.
• Remove the bowl and take the food out.

9
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Cooking tables for bowl only
The cooking times given are a guide only, they may vary depending on whether the food items are in
season, their size, how well done you like your food and the electrical voltage used. The quantity of oil
indicated may be increased in accordance with your tastes and needs. If you like your chips even more
crispy, try cooking for a few extra minutes.

Potatoes
TYPE

Standard size chips
10 mm x 10 mm*
(length up to 9 cm)

QUANTITY

OIL

COOKING TIME

1500 g**

1 spoonful of oil

41-43 min

1250 g**

1 spoonful of oil

38-40 min

1000 g**

¾ spoonful of oil

35-37 min

750 g**

½ spoonful of oil

30-32 min

500 g**

1

24-26 min

250 g**

1

⁄5 spoonful of oil

20-22 min

1200 g

without

36-38 min

750 g

without

24-26 min

Fresh

Straight cut frozen chips
10 mm x 10 mm***

⁄3 spoonful of oil

Frozen

* For UK style thicker chips cut 13 mm x 13 mm increase the cooking time slightly.
** Weight of unpeeled potatoes.
*** For American Style Thin Cut Frozen Chips (8 mm x 8 mm) cook for the same time as 10 mm x 10 mm
frozen chips.

Other vegetables

10

TYPE

QUANTITY

OIL

COOKING TIME

Courgettes

Fresh in slices

1200 g

1 spoonful of oil
+ 150 ml cold water

30 min

Peppers

Fresh in slices

1000 g

1 spoonful of oil
+ 250 ml cold water

25 min

Mushrooms

Fresh in quarters

1000 g

1 spoonful of oil

20 min

Tomatoes

Fresh in quarters

1000 g

1 spoonful of oil

20 min

Onions

Fresh in round slices

750 g

1 spoonful of oil

30 min
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Meats - Poultry

EN

To give extra taste to your meat, feel free to mix the spices in the oil (paprika, curry, basil, thyme,
oregano, cumin…).

TYPE

QUANTITY

OIL

COOKING TIME

Fresh

1200 g

without

18-20 min

Frozen

1200 g

without

18-20 min

Chicken drumsticks

Fresh

9

without

25-30 min

Chicken legs

Fresh

3

without

30-35 min

Chicken breast
(boneless)

Fresh

9 small chicken breasts
(about 1200 g)

without

22-25 min

Spring rolls

Fresh

12 small

1 spoonful of oil

10-12 min

Pork chops

Fresh (2.5 cm thick)

6

1 spoonful of oil

18-20 min*

Pork fillet

Fresh (cut into thin
slices or strips)

9

1 spoonful of oil

13-15 min

Fresh

900 g

1 spoonful of oil

13-15 min

Chicken nuggets

Minced beef

Frozen

600 g

1 spoonful of oil

13-15 min

Meatballs

Frozen

1200 g

1 spoonful of oil

18-20 min

Sausages (pork)

Fresh

8 – 10

without

10-12 min

FR
EL
AR
FA

Fish – Shellfish
TYPE

QUANTITY

OIL

COOKING TIME

Battered calamari

Frozen

500 g

without

12-14 min

Prawns

Cooked

600 g

without

8-10 min

King prawns

Frozen
and thawed

450 g

without

9-11 min

Desserts
COOKING

TYPE

QUANTITY

OIL

in slices

700 g
(7 bananas)

1 spoonful of oil
+ 1 spoonful of brown sugar

4-6 min

in foil

3 bananas

without

15-17 min

Apples

cut in half

5

1 spoonful of oil
+ 2 spoonfuls of sugar

10-12 min

Pears

diced

1500 g

2 spoonfuls of sugar

10-12 min

Pineapple

diced

2

2 spoonfuls of sugar

15-17 min

Bananas

TIME

11
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Using the tray on its own
Get your food ready
When using the tray on its
• Open the lid – fig.1.
own, do not put food into
• Remove the 2in1 spoon – fig.3.
the bowl.
• Lift the handle up – fig.4 and remove the tray handle – fig.5.
• Fit the handle on the tray – fig.6.
• Remove the tray – fig.7.
• Place your food on the tray making sure you always keep to the
quantities recommended in the cooking tables and/or the recipe book
(please see “"Cooking table for 2in1"” for tray quantities). Never exceed
the "MAX“ level marker shown on the centre of the tray – fig.22.
• Put the tray back in the appliance
• Put the 2in1 handle back, then fold it away.
• Close the lid.

Start the cooking
Opening the lid stops the
cooking. You can resume
cooking by pressing on the
start button after it has
been switched off.
Once the lid has been open
for 2 minutes the appliance
will go into stand-by mode.

• Connect the detachable power cord to the appliance and plug it in

– fig.13.
• Push the switch 0/| – fig.14, the appliance will make a beep sound
and the screen displays 00.
• Adjust the cooking time using the button
(see “Cooking table”).
• Select the type of food you want to cook in the tray using the
button 2 1 – fig.23 and 24.
press once
press twice
press three times
press four times (for desserts and fruit)
• Press the start button
. The minute countdown starts. The
countdown will only be displayed in seconds when there is less than a
minute left.
• You can adjust the cooking time at any time by pressing on the
buttons
.
in

Remove your food
• When the cooking is finished, the timer will sound and the screen will
start flashing and displaying 00 - : the appliance automatically stops
cooking your food. You can stop the buzzer by pressing on the start
button
– fig.19.
• Open the lid.
• Clip the handle on to the tray – fig.26.
• Remove the tray.
• Serve your food.
12
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Using the 2in1: bowl + tray
Get your food ready

EN

• Open the lid – fig.1.
• Remove the 2in1 spoon and the tray – fig.3, 6 & 7.
• Lift the handle up - fig.4 and remove the bowl from the appliance
• Place your food in the bowl making sure you always keep to the
quantities recommended in the cooking tables and/or the recipe book
(please see “"Cooking table for 2in1”). Never exceed the "MAX“ level
marker on the paddle – fig.10.
• Depending on the food, add the recommended amount of oil in the
2in1 spoon and pour the contents evenly in to the bowl – fig.11
• Put the bowl back in the appliance and close the lid.
• Fold away the handle – fig.12.

FR
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Start the 2in1 cooking
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• Connect the detachable power cord to the appliance and plug it in – fig.13.
There is a pre-set time for
each type of food which you • Push the switch 0/| , the appliance will make a beep sound and the
can adjust.
screen displays 00 – fig.14.
• Adjust the total cooking time (= time to cook food in the bowl) using
When you are not using it,
the buttons
(see “Cooking table for 2in1“) – fig.15.
the appliance will
• Select the type of food you want to cook in the tray using the button
automatically switch itself
2 1 – fig.23 and 24.
off after 10 minutes.
• Adjust the cooking time for the tray using the buttons
(please see “Cooking table”).
• Push the start button 2 1 . The cooking of the food in the bowl starts.
• The minute by minute countdown starts.
• While the food is cooking in the bowl, get the food ready for cooking
on the tray. Make sure you don't exceed the maximum level mark on
the tray – fig.22.
• When the appliance beeps and stops automatically, open the lid and
put the tray in – fig.25.
• Close the lid again and press the start button 2 1 .
• The countdown resumes.
in

in

in

Remove your food
• When the cooking is finished, the timer will sound and the screen will
start flashing and displaying 00: the appliance automatically stops
cooking your food. You can stop the buzzer by pressing on the start
button 2 1 – fig.19.
• Open the lid – fig.20.
• Lift up the handle until you hear the “CLICK” – fig.21.
• Disconnect the two handles by pressing the button 10b.
• Turn over the tray handle and slide back the green clip, fit the tray
handle onto the tray and slide back the clip fully to lock it – fig.26.
• Remove the tray and take your food out – fig.27.
• Remove the bowl and take your food out.
in

Be careful, because the tray
is very hot after cooking.
Always use the tray handle
to remove it. If you want
even crispier chips, you
can cook them for a further
2 minutes after you’ve
removed the tray.

13
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Cooking table for 2in1
The cooking times given are a guide only, they may vary depending on the size of the food items and
on how well done you like your food cooked. At the end of the 2in1 cooking time, if you like your chips
or potatoes even more crispy cook them for an few extra minutes after you've removed the tray.

FOOD IN
BOWL

Fresh potato
chips
10 mm x 10mm

Courgettes
in slices

Fresh or frozen
chips
10 mm x 10 mm

Figs
cut in pieces

QUANTITY
IN BOWL

TOTAL
TIME

1250 g

45 min

2IN1
SETTING
Beefburgers

TRAY
QUANTITY

TRAY
TIME

4

7 min

4

7 min

1000 g

35 min

750 g

30 min

3

6 min

250 g

25 min

1

5 min

1000 g

30 min

4

10 min

3

10 min

Salmon fillet

750 g

25 min

500 g

20 min

2

8 min

250 g

18 min

1

7 min

1250 g

50 min

5

18 min

1000 g

45 min

4

16 min

750 g

40 min

3

16 min

250 g

33 min

1

15 min

4

5 min

10

20 min

Chicken
drumsticks

Filo chocolate
parcels

Easy to clean
Clean the appliance
• Allow it to cool down completely.
• Open the lid by pressing on the buttons – fig.1 push the two latches
outwards to remove the lid – fig.2.
• Lift the bowl’s handle up horizontally until you hear a “CLICK“ sound – fig.4.
• Remove the tray – fig.7.
• Remove the paddle by pressing on the unlocking button – fig.8a.
• Take the bowl out.
• Remove the detachable filter – fig.28.
• All these detachable parts are dishwasher safe – fig.9 or can be
cleaned with a non-abrasive sponge and some washing-up liquid.
• Clean the inside and outside of the appliance with a slightly damp sponge.
• If you’re cooking any fatty food on the tray which may cause
fat splashes we recommend that you clean the fat splashes
off using a slightly damp sponge each time you’ve finished
using your appliance. In particular clean the internal areas of
the blower marked by black arrows – fig.30.
• Dry thoroughly before putting back.
14

Never immerse the
appliance in water.
Never use corrosive or
abrasive cleaning
substances.
The detachable filter must
be cleaned regularly.
So as to keep your bowl and
tray in the best possible
condition, do not use any
metallic utensils.
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A few tips in case of problems…
PROBLEMS

The appliance won't work.

The paddle is not turning
correctly.
The tray won't turn.

The food is not cooked evenly.

The chips are not crispy
enough.

The food won’t turn with the
tray.
The food in the bowl isn’t
cooked.
The chips become broken whilst
they are being cooked.

CAUSES

The appliance isn't correctly plugged in. Check that the appliance is correctly plugged in.
You haven't yet pressed the ON / OFF
Press the ON / OFF button.
button.
You've pressed the ON / OFF button but
Close the lid.
the appliance won't work.
Contact our customer service helpline (see
The appliance won't heat up.
below).
Check that the paddle is correctly in place and
adjust until you hear a "CLICK" sound. If it still
The paddle is not turning correctly.
does not operate contact our Customer
Relations helpline (see below).
Adjust the position of the paddle until you hear
The paddle isn't locked.
the “CLICK” sound - fig.8b.
Adjust the position of the tray until you hear
The tray isn't locked.
the “CLICK” sound.
You haven't used the paddle.
Put it in position.
The food is not cut to the same size.
Cut all the food to the same size.
The chips are not cut to the same size. Cut all the chips to the same size.
Check that the paddle is correctly in place and
The paddle is in the right position but it adjust until you hear a "CLICK" sound. If it still
does not operate contact our Customer
won't turn.
Relations helpline (see below).
Choose a variety of potato suitable for chips
such as Maris Piper or King Edward for best
You are using a variety of potatoes
results. Freshly harvested potatoes may have a
high moisture content, either cook for a few
unsuitable for chips.
minutes more or try using a different batch
and/or variety of potatoes.
The potatoes haven't been
Wash, drain and dry the potatoes thoroughly
sufficiently washed and dried.
before cooking.
The chips are too thick.
Cut them more thinly.
There's not enough oil.
Increase the quantity of oil (see “Cooking table”).
The filter (12) is blocked.
Clean the filter.

The food is too thick.
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Reduce the thickness of your food.

The tray was put on the bowl when the
cooking started.
You are using too large a quantity or
the chips are too long.

Only put the tray in during the second half of
the cooking phase.
Reduce the quantity of potatoes and/or do not
cut chips longer than 9 cm in length.
Stick to the quantities indicated in the cooking
table.
The food remains on the edge The bowl is overloaded.
Reduce the quantity of food.
of the bowl.
Maximum level exceeded.
Reduce the quantities.
Check that there aren't any leaks by filling the
bowl up to the MAX level of the paddle. If you
Liquids from the cooking have
Bowl faulty.
do find a leak, contact our customer service
seeped into the body of the
helpline (see below).
appliance.
The maximum level has been exceeded. Don't go over the maximum level.
The appliance isn't plugged in.
Plug the appliance in.
The appliance hasn't been turned on.
Press the ON / OFF button.
The LCD screen doesn't work
anymore.
The appliance has been used incorrectly
Contact our customer service helpline (see
and as a result has gone into safety mode. below).
Unplug the appliance, wait 10 seconds,
plug the appliance back in again, and press the
ON/OFF button. If the LCD screen is still
The LCD screen is indicating Err. The appliance has a malfunction.
indicating Err, contact our customer service
helpline (see below).
The appliance is making an
You suspect that the appliance's
Take the appliance to an Approved Service
abnormal amount of noise.
motors are not working properly.
Centre.
During combined cooking, the Tray cooking has not been
Use the 2in1 function during combined
machine won’t stop for you to programmed.
cooking.
put the tray in.
Read the instructions again.
The green clip on the handle must be fully
The cooking tray detaches from Tray handle attached incorrectly.
pushed back to ensure it is firmly clipped to the
tray handle.
tray.
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If you have any product problems or queries call our Customer Relations Team first for
expert help and advice:
Helpline: 0845 602 1454 - UK
(01) 677 4003 - ROI
or contact us via our web site: www.tefal.co.uk

Environment protection first !
i Your appliance contains valuable materials which can be recovered or recycled.
‹ Leave it at a local civic waste collection point.
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